
Making a difference…one book at a time 



 

Imagine having the opportunity to touch a child so profoundly that it could alter the course 

and destiny of their life; Former President Bill Clinton experienced such an opportunity. 

 

In 1963, a single moment in Clinton's life contributed to his decision to become a public 

figure, his visit to the White House to meet President John F. Kennedy, as a Boys Nation 

senator. “I loved music and thought I could be very good, but I knew I would never be John 

Coltrane or Stan Getz…But I knew I could be great in public service.” 

 

As a public figure, you are overwhelmed with demands to satisfy your constituents and 

general public. However, the most needy of these people in your hemisphere are 

children…and they are often overlooked and forgotten. 

 

Rolling Readers Space Coast has developed an initiative that will not only create, “a moment” 

in the life of a deserving child, but will afford you a vehicle to interact with some of the Space 

Coast’s most vulnerable population. 



 

The Celebrity Reader initiative is designed to give busy public 

professionals like yourself, an opportunity to have a moment 

to not only read to school aged children, but also, give them 

an opportunity to interact with people like yourself, who are 

positively making an impacting in the Space Coast. All you 

need is to be willing to spend an hour of your time with these 

children and we’ll do the rest! 

 

Rolling Readers Space Coast will coordinate reading times 

with school(s), teacher(s) and your schedule, so that you can 

maximize the moment you spend with the children. They will 

benefit from your time together to not only hear you read to 

them, but to also ask questions about your position and how 

you are making a difference in ways they never imagined. 

 

Book(s) will be provided for you ahead of time, so that you can 

become familiar with what you will be reading and discussing 

with them during your time together. 



 

I am interested what do I need to do next? 

• Let Rolling Readers Space Coast know what area of 

the Space Coast you would like to interact with the 

children 

• Give a few dates that you are available 

• Prepare yourself to be rewarded with lots of smiles and 

curious minds 

 

Rolling Readers Space Coast will: 

• Coordinate with School(s) and Teacher(s) in the area 

you requested 

• Notify you of dates that have been booked for you 

• Give you a book in advance of your reading date 

• Meet you at the school the “day of “ the reading and 

escort you during the whole encounter 



 

 

Additional Information 

• Rolling Readers Space Coast will notify you 

via email of your date to spend with the 

children 

• Rolling Readers Space Coast will 

coordinate with your office or 

representative, any press releases or 

media coverage that you may need in 

support of your visit 

• Rolling Readers Space Coast will send you 

via email any feedback from Teacher(s) 

and Administrator(s) about your visit and 

the impact that you had on the children 

during and after your time with them 


